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Research software supports open research

Research software policy needs to support open research, too.

Implementation of research software policies must be seen as part of the “mosaic” 
of different research policies:

- Open Access
- Research Outcomes / Outputs
- Research Data Management
- Research Ethics and Integrity
- Diversity, Equity and Inclusion in research
- IP and licensing

Making it easier to implement and adopt these policies will help their effectiveness 



Stakeholders in research software policy
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The primary stakeholders are:

● Researchers
● Developers / RSEs
● Research Organisations
● Funders
● Scholarly Publishers

Secondary stakeholders include:

● Other users (e.g. industry and public 
sector); Other policymakers (e.g. 
government)



Levels of research software policy

Policy is a deliberate system of guidelines to guide decisions and achieve rational 
outcomes. A policy is a statement of intent and is implemented as a procedure or 
protocol.

Often linked to governance or a community, e.g.:

● Funder policy on what software licenses grantees are required to use
● University guidelines on the role of software deposit in responsible and 

reproducible research
● Community software guidelines for research software projects
● Manifestos for environmentally responsible software development



Software is a part of many other research policies

Many policies affecting research software are not specifically research software 
policies, e.g.:

● Open Research / Open Science: is predicated on the sharing of code
● Data (or Research Output) Management Plans: will often include software

Others software specific policies may be adapted/derived from other policies and 
guidelines, often research data, e.g.:

● FAIR Principles for Research Software
● Software Citation Principles

Is one approach better than the other for implementation and adoption?



Policies → Procedures & Protocols

Open Access policies can be adhered to in different ways e.g. Green OA, Gold 
OA, etc.

Implementation of research software policies must take into account how they will 
be implemented. 

There is often a gap between policy, procedure, and practice. 

This can be seen most clearly when looking at software and data sharing policies.



Effects of changes to Science editorial policy 

In 2011 Science changed its editorial policies: “We 

require that all computer code used for modeling 

and/or data analysis that is not commercially 

available be deposited in a publicly accessible 

repository upon publication.” 

“Normally we do not provide this kind of information to people 
we do not know. It might be that you want to check the data 
analysis, and that might be of some use to us, but only if you 
publish your findings while properly referring to us.”

“Thank you for your interest in our paper. For the [redacted] 
calculations I used my own code, and there is no public 
version of this code, which could be downloaded. Since this 
code is not very user-friendly and is under constant 
development I prefer not to share this code.”

“I have to say that this is a very unusual request without any 
explanation! Please ask your supervisor to send me an email 
with a detailed, and I mean detailed, explanation.”

“When you approach a PI for the source codes and raw data, 
you better explain who you are, whom you work for, why you 
need the data and what you are going to do with it.”

Stodden, Seiler, Ma. (2016). An empirical analysis of journal 
policy effectiveness for computational reproducibility
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1708290115

http://www.sciencemag.org/authors/science-journals-editorial-policies
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1708290115


Software sharing for infectious disease models

About ⅕ of infectious disease models published in PubMedCentral shared the 
associated code, though this has increased due to COVID-19 research.

Zavalis, E. A., & Ioannidis, J. P. A. (2022). A meta-epidemiological assessment of transparency indicators of infectious disease models. In C.-H. Chen 
(Ed.), PLOS ONE (Vol. 17, Issue 10, p. e0275380). Public Library of Science (PLoS). https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0275380 

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0275380


PLOS Computational Biology code sharing policy

High level of code sharing 
seen since policy was 
introduced requiring authors 
“to make all author-generated 
code directly related to their 
study’s findings publicly 
available without access 
restriction at the time of 
publication unless specific 
legal or ethical restrictions 
prohibit public sharing of 
code.” 

Cadwallader, L., Mac Gabhann, F., Papin, J., & Pitzer, V. E. (2022). Advancing code sharing in the computational biology community. In PLOS 
Computational Biology (Vol. 18, Issue 6, p. e1010193). Public Library of Science (PLoS). https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010193 

https://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/s/code-availability
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010193


Code and data sharing in biomedical research

Code sharing in 
wider biomedical 
research still has a 
long way to go, 
although 
increasing, it is still 
low compared to 
other policies at 
1.4% of articles in 
PubMed.

Serghiou, S., Contopoulos-Ioannidis, D. G., Boyack, K. W., Riedel, N., Wallach, J. D., & Ioannidis, J. P. A. (2021). Assessment of transparency indicators across the biomedical literature: How 
open is open? In L. Bero (Ed.), PLOS Biology (Vol. 19, Issue 3, p. e3001107). Public Library of Science (PLoS). https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.3001107 

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.3001107


Data / software sharing among social researchers

The UK Economic and Social Research Council policy is that “all data created or 
repurposed during the lifetime of an ESRC grant must be made available for 
re-use or archiving within three months of the end of the grant.”

Only 34% of 164 ESRC-funded researchers 
polled had shared data in the last five years.

Awareness of institutional / funder software 
policies varied by career stage

This matters, because 64% who shared data
shared software widely, compared with 21% 
of those who didn’t share data.
Aragon, Antonioletti, Walker and Chue Hong (2022). Understanding the software used to analyse social sciences data (to appear)



Software citation support in Github

GitHub code repository added 
support for software citation 
using CFF files in July 2021.

By September 2022, over 
11,000 project had added a 
citation files and the generated 
recommended citation 
information had been viewed 
over 1.2m times.

Druskat, S., & Spaaks, J. H. (2022). The Citation File Format: Growing up to enable better software citation. Zenodo. 
https://doi.org/10.5281/ZENODO.7049934 

https://docs.github.com/en/repositories/managing-your-repositorys-settings-and-features/customizing-your-repository/about-citation-files
https://docs.github.com/en/repositories/managing-your-repositorys-settings-and-features/customizing-your-repository/about-citation-files
https://twitter.com/natfriedman/status/1420122675813441540?s=20&t=ZBT-Y0KQ2_FjvP-ju4iuYw
https://twitter.com/arfon/status/1570766726773739520
https://twitter.com/arfon/status/1570766726773739520
https://doi.org/10.5281/ZENODO.7049934


Willingness vs Resourcing

The implementation and adoption of policy needs to overcome two types of 
barriers:

● Is it easy to translate the policy to a set of processes that work within the 
organisation / community?

● Will individuals in the organisation / community prioritise the application of 
these processes?

○ Because they’re easy / cheap
○ Because there’s a penalty for not doing
○ Because there’s a benefit for doing

The more policies, the greater the risk of confusion or contradiction.

What are the key points in the research lifecycle where policies are effective?



Open research needs research software policy

Open research requires appropriate research software policy.

In general, adherence to research software and related policies is improving, as 
better guidance, tooling and support is provided by organisations.

However, there is still a long way to go, and care must be taken not to add 
excessive burden or confusion on researchers.

There are some key stakeholders who can help in implementation and adoption of 
policy including funders, publishers and research performing organisations. 

Ultimately, it is down to researchers and research software engineers to follow the 
policies. 

Slides: https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.21347697 https://www.software.ac.uk/ 

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.21347697
https://www.software.ac.uk/

